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Nature Conservation in the Dutch Caribbean

The Dutch Caribbean Nature Alliance (DCNA) presents a uniquely Caribbean approach to 
nature conservation. 

Nature conservation is nothing new to the Dutch Caribbean. Over the course of the last 45 
years non-governmental, non-profit foundations (“stichtingen”) have come into being on 
each island of the Dutch Caribbean and have taken on the daunting task of managing the 
islands’ protected areas. These foundations have come to co-management agreements with 
stakeholders and some, like the Bonaire National Marine Park, have achieved global acclaim for 
their work. 

Throughout the Dutch Caribbean dedicated conservation professionals are working hard to 
safeguard our rainforests and mangroves, seagrass beds and coral reefs along with the myriad 
creatures, which make these special places their home. Common threats include development 
pressure, particularly in the coastal zone, overgrazing by free roaming animals as well as the 
impact of invasive species, most recently the arrival on Caribbean coral reefs of Indo-Pacific 
lionfish (Pterois volitans and Pterois miles). 

Eleven protected areas have so far been gazetted in the Dutch Caribbean of which seven have 
been declared National Parks. Additionally six protected areas: Bonaire National Marine Park, 
Quill-Boven National Park, Saba Bank National Park, St. Eustatius National Marine Park and Saba 
National Marine Park and the Man Of War Shoal Marine Park have been recognised under 
the SPAW (Specially Protected Areas and Wildlife) protocol. Regionally the goal is to have at 
least one terrestrial and one marine protected area on each island as only in this way will it be 
possible to protect the islands’ natural heritage and promote sustainable use of these valuable 
natural resources. 

Built from the bottom up, DCNA is a true grassroots organisation, which has been able 
to weave together an active conservation network of autonomous nature conservation 
organisations spanning the Dutch Caribbean. The parks and conservation organisations come 
together as a network to promote the sustainable management of nature throughout the 
Dutch Caribbean. 

DCNA works with conservation organisations to promote networking and to build their 
capacity to manage through workshops and trainings as well as staff exchanges. Joint projects 
provide direct support to nature conservationists and address themes of common interest. 
Towards the outside world DCNA seeks to create a sustainable funding future for nature 
conservation in the region and allows conservation organisations to raise awareness about the 
beauty and fragility of nature in the region. 

We seek to create a cross-cutting conservation effort in the Dutch Caribbean which will be a 
source of inspiration to colleagues around the world, who like us are dedicated to protecting 
our planet’s outstanding natural wonders. 
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Overview of Protected Areas in the Dutch Caribbean

Aruba

Management body: Fundacion Parke Nacional Arikok
Protected Area:  Parke Nacional Arikok 
Area:  3,400 hectares [8,400 acres]
Established:  2000

The Parke Nacional Arikok covers approximately 18% of the total land area of Aruba and 
includes the island’s highest hill, Mount Jamanota. Located on the island’s windward shore 
the park gives access to the rough lava hills and limestone rock formations typical of this arid 
island. With its fragile dry cactus forest and extensive scrublands the park is home to over 50 
species of native trees and is the last protected refuge for Aruba’s endemic rattlesnake, the 
“Cascabel” as well as the charismatic burrowing owl, “Shoco”.  Thousands of tourists visit the park 
each year to enjoy not only the outstanding nature but also the cultural history of the park. 
This includes a renovated farm area (“cunuku”) and early Arawak cave paintings, which were 
used as the inspiration for the park’s iconic logo.

Bonaire

Management body: STINAPA Bonaire
Protected Area:  Bonaire National Marine Park 
Area:  2,700 hectares [6,700 acres] 
Established:  1979 

Protected Area:  Washington Slagbaai National Park
Area:  5,600 hectares [14,000 acres]
Established:  1969 

Encompassing the entire northwest portion of Bonaire, the Washington Slagbaai National Park 
is the oldest and largest terrestrial protected area in the Dutch Caribbean. The park is made 
up of two former plantations and is rich in cultural, historical and ecological heritage. Over 
40,000 visitors enjoy the park each year. With its abundant cactus, scrub and dry forest habitats 
the park provides a safe haven for the island’s native species, such as the threatened Yellow-
shouldered Amazon Parrot, “Lora”, flamingos, parakeets and iguanas. Many species of migratory 
birds from North America use the park as a stopover during their annual migrations.

The Marine Park encompasses the island of Bonaire and Klein Bonaire and includes globally 
threatened coral reefs, seagrass beds and mangrove forests. Bonaire’s fringing coral reefs 
are amongst the most diverse and healthiest in the Caribbean. Regularly ranked in the top 
five dive destinations in the Caribbean, Bonaire’s reefs have plentiful coral and are home to 
over 300 species of fish, including hard-to-spot frogfish and seahorses. A world leader in 
conservation management, the Marine Park has been designated a UNEP Demonstration Site. 
The Marine Park includes the uninhabited island of Klein Bonaire where the sandy beach is the 
most important turtle-nesting site on Bonaire. Popular dive sites are located all around Klein 
Bonaire but access to the island itself is limited.
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Curaçao

Management body: CARMABI
Protected Area:  Christoffel – Shete Boca Park 
Area:  2,300 hectares [5,700 acres] - 470 hectares of coastline [1,200 acres]
Established:  1978 - 1994

Protected Area:  Curaçao Underwater Park
Area:  852 hectares [2,105 acres]
Established:  1983 (currently not under active management)

The recently amalgamated Christoffel and Shete Boka Parks are the largest protected areas 
on Curaçao. They are comprised of several former plantations and are rich in both cultural 
and biological heritage. The newly restored Savonet Museum at the park entrance is one of 
the oldest remaining plantation houses on the island. The parks provide a safe haven for such 
rare plants and animals as wild orchids, a rare native Barn Owl, “Palabrua”, and the shy Curaçao 
White-tailed Deer, of which only approximately 250 individuals remain. There are ten managed 
hiking trails, including one to the top of Mt. Christoffel, the island’s highest point (375 metres 
[1,230 feet]) and scenic roads that were paved in 2004 help provide visitors with access to the 
park. Shete Boka protects more than ten kilometres of the island’s rocky, high-energy north 
coast, where pocket beaches provide nesting sites for three species of sea turtle. The parks 
attract over 35,000 visitors each year.

The Curaçao Underwater Park includes a submarine terrace covered with pristine fringing reef 
that is home to 65 species of coral and more than 350 species of fish. It extends along the 
island’s southeastern shoreline from the high-water mark to a 60-metre depth and includes all 
three globally endangered ecosystems: mangrove forests, seagrass beds and coral reefs. Due to 
lack of funding the Curaçao Underwater Park is essentially a paper park.

Saba

Management body:  Saba Conservation Foundation
Protected Area:  Saba National Park and Trails
Area:  35 hectares [86 acres]
Established:  1999

Protected Area:  Saba National Marine Park
Area:  800 hectares [2,000 acres]
Established:  1987

Saba forms the peak of a 500,000-year-old dormant volcano. Despite its small size, it is home to an 
extraordinary abundance and diversity of nature. The island is guarded by steep cliffs on all sides 
and has no permanent beaches. Much of the island’s higher elevations are covered with dense 
primary and secondary rainforest, where trees covered with epiphytic plants and mosses soak up 
rain from the surrounding clouds and supply the forest and everything downslope with moisture. 

The terrestrial park stretches from Great Hole on the northeastern shoreline and the Pirate Cliffs 
in the northwest, up to the cloud forest at the peak of Mount Scenery, the highest peak in the 
Kingdom of the Netherlands (877 metres / 2,877 feet). The park contains a range of habitats from 
arid coastal vegetation to rich cloud forest as well as the culturally important site of the island’s 
former sulphur mine. The cliffs around the island are important roosting and nesting sites for 
seabirds such as the Red-billed Tropicbird and Audubon’s Shearwater. 
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The Saba National Marine Park is famous for its spectacular underwater pinnacles, which rise 
from the ocean floor to within 20 metres of the surface. The pinnacles are covered with corals 
and sponges and form oases of marine life that attract sharks, tuna, foraging sea turtles and an 
abundance of reef fish. Large predatory groupers, snappers and grunts flourish in these protected 
waters. The 16 hiking trails maintained by the Saba Conservation Foundation crisscross the island 
and are a popular attraction for the estimated 23,000 visitors a year. 

Saba Bank National Park

Management body:  Saba Conservation Foundation
Protected Area:  Saba Bank National Park
Area:  268,000 hectares [662,000 acres]
Established:  2010

Within the Exclusive Economic Zone the Saba Bank National Marine Park protects an offshore, 
submerged coral reef atoll—the third largest atoll of its kind in the world. Saba Bank is a 
flat-topped seamount rising 1,800 metres (5,900 feet) from the seafloor, crowned by living 
coral reefs. The wealth of biodiversity on the Saba Bank is astounding and includes sea turtles, 
humpback whales, more than 200 species of fish and unique marine plants found nowhere 
else in the Caribbean. The Bank is one of the, if not the, most diverse in marine macroalgae in 
the Caribbean. The Saba Bank is of high economic importance to the island of Saba. It supports 
nine full time fishermen and has a direct economical value of over one million dollars a year.

St. Eustatius

Management body:  STENAPA
Protected Area:  The Quill/Boven National Park
Area:  540 hectares [1,350 acres]
Established:  1997

Protected Area:  St. Eustatius National Marine Park
Area:  2,750 hectares [6,800 acres]
Established:  1996

A volcanic island with black sand beaches, St. Eustatius, affectionately known as Statia, is 
an island of contrasts. The Quill, a 600-metre (1,969 feet) dormant volcano is covered in dry 
tropical forest types dominates the southeastern end of the island, whilst the lower Northern 
Hills were formed from an eroded, extinct volcano and are drier, with savannah-like vegetation. 
The island’s only town, Oranjestad, includes a famous former harbour, which was once a 
thriving centre for trade in the Caribbean.

The Quill / Boven National Park encompasses around 26% of the land area of St. Eustatius and 
includes biologically diverse habitats ranging from arid vegetation in coastal areas to semi-
tropical rainforest in the Quill crater at higher elevations filled with orchids, ferns, mosses, 
towering kapok trees and characteristic ficus trees with enormous aerial roots. 

The island has a rich cultural heritage, evident as archaeological sites in the national park 
including a fort, ten slave villages, industrial complexes, plantations and stone walls dating 
from the 16th and 17th Centuries. The Quill/Boven National Park and the Miriam C. Schmidt 
Botanical Garden offer some of the best hiking in the Dutch Caribbean with views of 
neighbouring islands Saba, St. Barths and St. Kitts.
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The St. Eustatius National Marine Park encircles the entire coastline from the high water mark 
to the 30-metre depth contour and extends up to three kilometres offshore. The marine 
park supports biologically rich patch coral reefs, extensive seagrass beds and open water 
communities, which are considered amongst the healthiest in the Caribbean. In some parts 
of the park, coral cover reaches 50% and harbours an abundance of species, including 
charismatic seahorses, manta rays, sharks and sea turtles. Within the marine park are two well-
defined and actively managed reserves in which no fishing or anchoring is allowed. Tenfold 
increases in some fish species have been found within these reserves. Statia lies on humpback 
whales’ seasonal migration route.

St. Maarten

Management body:  St. Maarten Nature Foundation
Protected Area:  Man of War Shoal Marine Park
Area:  3,100 hectares [7,600 acres]
Established:  2010

Famous for the fact that the island is half French and half Dutch, St. Maarten has an abundance 
of sandy beaches, bays, salt ponds and mangroves as well as hills covered in dry evergreen and 
deciduous forests. In the surrounding waters, the coral reefs are particularly diverse with coral 
reef pinnacles, patch reef and fringing reef. The Dutch Caribbean’s newest protected area, the 
Man of War Shoal Marine Park on St. Maarten includes the island’s most important reefs and 
provides a safe haven for whales, sharks, sea turtles and hundreds of species of fish. It includes 
a range of habitats from coral reefs to seagrass beds and open water, as well as the Proselyte 
Reef, which was named after the HMS Proselyte, a 32-gun frigate which struck the “Man of War 
Shoal” on September 4th 1801. 

Artefacts such as anchors, cannons, barrel hoops, cannon balls, and pottery are still evident 
on this popular St. Maarten dive site, which is a marine archaeological treasure. Studies have 
confirmed that biodiversity, as well as coral cover, in the area is high. The economic value of 
the goods and services that the coral reefs of St. Maarten provide are estimated to be worth in 
excess of $50 million annually. 
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Council of Patrons

DCNA’s Council of Patrons is made up of distinguished and influential members of society, 
each of whom has a clear understanding of the value of nature and nature conservation for the 
islands, the well-being of their communities as well as the local economy.

Her Royal Highness Princess Beatrix of the Netherlands
Following a Jubilee visit to the Dutch Caribbean in November 2006, Queen Beatrix took the 
decision to become a royal patron. Her Royal Highness abdicated the throne in favour of her 
son, King Willem Alexander and Princess Maxima on the 30th April 2013 and confirmed later in 
the year her continued interest in DCNA and her intention to remain as “beschermvrouwe” and 
head of the Council of Patrons.

Mr. Jaime Saleh, Minister of State
Former Governor General of the Netherlands Antilles, Jaime Saleh was both the Judge of the 
Court of Justice of the Netherlands Antilles and later Chief Justice. He has a keen interest in 
both nature conservation and the preservation of historic buildings and takes a keen interest in 
DCNA’s activities, attending at least one of our two annual Board meetings. 

Mr. Nico Visser
Currently working for the Ministry of Economics in Marocco, Nico Visser holds a professorship 
from the Universite de Savoie in Chambery, France. He has the distinction of having set up and 
run the former Central Government Department of Nature and the Environment and contin-
ues to have a keen interest in nature conservation on the islands. 

Honorary Patrons
The Governor General of Aruba and St. Maarten are considered “Honorary Patrons” by virtue 
of their appointment by the crown. Governor Holiday of St. Maarten is a regular attendee at 
DCNA Board meetings, which benefit significantly from his interest and inspiring presence.

The Dutch Caribbean Nature Alliance is a Foundation (“stichting”) incorporated 

on St. Maarten and headquartered on Bonaire in the Dutch Caribbean.
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Board

DCNA has an elected Board consisting of:
Representatives of the legally designated park management organisations on each island
Representatives of other nongovernmental nature conservation organisations
Technical, legal and/or financial experts

Core Board members are representatives of the legally designated protected area manage-
ment organisations on each island. Throughout the Dutch Caribbean, island governments have 
ceded management of their parks and conservation areas to nongovernmental organisations, 
with our without formal management agreements and these foundations are responsible for 
conservation management within the parks and represent nature conservation interests on 
their islands. In order to ensure continuity park management organisations are encouraged 
to nominate a Board member and an Alternate Board member who can act on behalf of their 
organisation in the Board member’s absence. 

In order to include other local conservation perspectives, two Board seats are reserved for 
representatives of other nature conservation organisations, which either contribute to the 
management of protected areas or protected species on their island.

Three Board seats are reserved for Board members selected on the basis of their expertise.  

Board Members

The composition of the DCNA Board at the end of 2014 was as follows:

Board member Alternate Representing Elected Term ends

Glenn Thode Governance expert Nov 2013 Nov 2015

Leendert van Driel Financial expert Oct 2013 Oct 2015

Ron Gomes Casseres Financial expert Oct 2013 Oct 2015

(vacant) Kerenza Rannou Frans STINAPA Bonaire Mar 2013 Mar 2015

(lapsed) Parke Nacional Arikok - -

Paul Stokkermans Mark Vermeij CARMABI Apr 2012 Apr 2016

Kai Wulf Johanna van’t Hof Saba Conservation Foundation Oct 2013 Oct 2015

Hannah Madden Irving Brown STENAPA Oct 2012 Oct 2016

Tadzio Bervoets Lucas Berman Nature Foundation Oct 2012 Oct 2016

Frensel Mercelina Uniek Curaçao Oct 2012 Oct 2016

Rueben Thompson Emilio Wilson Estate Foundation Oct 2012 Oct 2016

Board membership changes in 2014 included the resignation of Steve Piontek as the STENAPA 
representative when he stepped down as Director in May 2014, the renomination of Rueben 
Thompson as the windwards island NGO representative and the prolongation of the Board seat 
held by Uniek Curaçao pending additional inquiries into the application by Echo Bonaire for the 
NGO seat for the leewards islands. 

Following the resignation of its Board in the middle of 2012, the Fundacion Parke Nacional Arikok 
on Aruba refrained from nominating a representative to the Board of DCNA. 

STINAPA Bonaire elected to leave their Board seat vacant until such time as they have a new 
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full time Director on staff. In the interim their Alternate Representative, Kerenza Rannou Frans, 
represents their interests.

A complete list of Board members including biographical information can be found on DCNA’s 
website (www.dcnanature.org/about-dcna/our-people/).

Board Meetings

Two Board meetings were held in 2014, the first on St. Eustatius in March and the second on 
Aruba in October 2014. Full details of the Board meetings including agendas, attendees and 
supporting documentation can be found on DCNA’s website (www.dcnanature.org/members/
board-meeting-archive/).

Only Saba Conservation Foundation’s representative, Kai Wulf, was unable to attend both meet-
ings. Both he and St. Maarten Nature Foundation’s Manager, Tadzio Bervoets, were unable to at-
tend the October Board meeting, which clashed with an IUCN Biodiversity and Climate Change 
meeting on Guadeloupe. 

At both Board meetings the focus was on setting a path for the future. 
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Committees

DCNA has two standing Committees: Executive Committee and Finance Committee.

Additionally, the Board can create any number of ad hoc committees to address specific issues. 
All ad hoc committees must have a Terms of Reference, which includes the goal of the commit-
tee and any constraints on its authority, a Chairperson and the committee membership must 
include at least two Board members. No new ad hoc Committees were established in 2014.

The Secretariat attends all Committee meetings and participates fully in the business of the 
Committee as well as taking care of logistics, providing agendas and meeting minutes and 
follow up on actions and decisions. 

Executive Committee

The Board recognised the urgent need to strengthen the Executive Committee and in particular 
the need to select a new Chairperson, that position having be vacant since the resignation of 
Mr. Luis Santine in November 2011. 

At the March Board meeting, Mr. Leendert van Driel kindly agreed to take over as Chairperson 
for one term. Nominations were invited for the position of Vice Chair and of Treasurer, which had 
became vacant in March 2013. 

At the October Board meeting Mr. van Driel expressed his pleasure at being able to hand over 
Chairmanship of DCNA to governance expert and former Governor of Bonaire, Mr. Glenn Thode.

At the end of 2014 the Executive Committee consisted of the following Board members:

Glenn Thode Chairperson

Tadzio Bervoets Vice Chair

Paul Stokkermans Treasurer

Kai Wulf Secretary

As Treasurer, Paul Stokkermans, become Chair of the Finance Committee and was included in 
the Trust Fund Committee. 

Finance Committee

At the end of 2014 the Finance Committee consisted of the following Board members:

Paul Stokkermans Chairperson

Leendert van Driel Financial expert

Ron Gomes Casseres Financial expert

Committee members were in regular contact throughout the year. Oversight of financial asset 
management has been delegated to the Trust Fund Committee.
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Ad-hoc Committees

Trust Fund Committee

The management of DCNA’s investment portfolios is supervised by a Trust Fund Committee, 
which provides co-ordination and leadership in all matters concerning the Fund’s portfolios. 
The Committee reports to the Board twice a year at Board meetings and brings recommenda-
tions to the Board, asked for or otherwise. The Trust Fund Committee has been given oversight 
of the Emergency Fund and reviews applications for funding, providing the Board with recom-
mendations including any terms and conditions for funding. 

At the end of 2014 the Trust Fund Committee consisted of the following financial experts:

Leendert van Driel Board member Chairperson

Paul Stokkermans Board member Board Treasurer

Ron Gomes Casseres Board member Financial expert

Letitia Buth Non Board member Financial expert

Norbert Chaclin Non Board member Financial expert

Luis Santine Non Board member Financial expert

The Trust Fund Committee met monthly by conference call throughout 2014 and had face-to-
face meetings with the portfolio managers from Schretlen and Arbor Group. 

See Trust Fund Report for more details on the Trust Fund management.

Fundraising Committee

A Fundraising Committee was set up in October 2013 to oversee the development and imple-
mentation of an integrated, realistic and achievable fundraising strategy, focusing on building 
fundraising capacity amongst conservation practitioners in the Dutch Caribbean.

At the end of 2014 the Fundraising Committee consisted of the following:

Tadzio Bervoets Board member Chairperson

Kai Wulf Board member Secretary of DCNA

Paul Stokkermans Board member Treasurer of DCNA

Ron van der Veer Governance expert

The Committee worked hard to build a coherent picture of the fundraising opportunities open 
to parks and conservation organisations including online fundraising, crowd source funding, 
adoption programmes as well as a major donor acquisition programme, which was presented 
to the Board in March 2014.
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Governance Documents

The following table gives an overview of the current status of DCNA’s governance documents

Document Version Status

Articles of Incorporation 2008-002 Under review

Multi-Year Plan 2013 - 2017 2013-003 Board approved October 2013 

Fundraising Strategy 2013-001 Board approved October 2013

Communication Strategy 2013-001 Board approved October 2013

Bylaws 2009-007 Under review

Human Resource Policy Manual 2009-001 Under review

Accounting Procedures Manual 2009-001 Under review

These documents can be requested from the Secretariat in hard copy and are available from 
DCNA’s website for download (www.dcnanature.org/about-dcna/annual-report/).

Articles of Incorporation

In 2012 Board members unanimously agreed to some changes in Board membership, which 
would allow the seats currently allocated to international NGO representatives to instead be 
used to strengthen representation by local nature conservation organisations and to bring two 
additional experts onto the Board. In addition to this the Board recognised that the Articles of 
Incorporation should reflect any changes, which have resulted from the constitutional change 
in 2010, should adhere to good governance practices and should be streamlined. 

Mr. Gomes Casseres spearheaded this initiative which will allow Board members to approve 
the final changes to the statutes for presentation to a Notary Public. The Board agreed that the 
next step should be to wait for resolution regarding the participation of the Parke Nacional 
Arikok in the DCNA Board and noted that Parke Nacional Arikok has had no input into the 
proposed revision of DCNA’s Articles of Incorporation. 
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Secretariat
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Staff

The DCNA Secretariat is staffed by a full time Executive Director, who together with and up 
to six other staff members is responsible for the day-to-day management of the foundation’s 
affairs and the implementation of annual work plans as well as, providing Board support and 
implementing Board approved strategies and policies.

Nathaniel Miller started working as a Project Assistant in July 2010 and was promoted to Assis-
tant Director in July 2013. He resigned from DCNA in November 2014 to return to the USA and 
take up a position with the Audubon Society in Chicago. 

Paul Westerbeek took up the position of Research Liaison with DCNA in October 2012 a posi-
tion funded by the Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs. He left at the end of May 2014 when 
the funding for that position ran out. The position remained vacant throughout the remainder 
of the year due to delays in securing continuing funding. 

Mirla Soleana, DCNA’s cleaning lady and office assistant left in October 2014. 

At the end of 2014 the Secretariat staffing consisted of:

Staff member Position Employed

Kalli De Meyer Executive Director Apr 2005

Emeray Martha Neuman Administrator Oct 2007

Elise Benedictus Accountant Nov 2011

DCNA Offices
DCNA’s headquarters on Bonaire are located at Kaya Finlandia 10a and include office space, 
meeting room and small apartment.

DCNA’s meeting room and office space were used on an on-going basis by:
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Outsourcing

Human Resource Management

Linkels and Partners, a local human resource management company, works with the Secretar-
iat on staff hires as well as streamlining and professionalising personnel management. A new 
initiative in 2013 was the development of a new staff evaluation process based on competen-
cy profiles was started in 2013, which will provide training and familiarisation for management 
and staff and which will be implemented as soon as competencies for each position have 
been selected and approved. 

IT Support

Bonaire Computer Wizards provides IT support to the office including wireless networking, 
server installation and maintenance and general IT support.

NetTech NV is DCNA’s internet service provider with their headquarters on Bonaire they pro-
vide website space at a discounted rate as well as significant services related to virus protec-
tion, email and site maintenance.

Pixel Crayons Inc., based in India, provided support for DCNA’s WordPress site: DCNAnature.org.

Subcontractors

DCNA works with a variety of highly qualified and experienced local and overseas sub-contrac-
tors who work on a variety of projects. These include:

Consultant Expertise

Adrian Delnevo Conservation biology, bird conservation, species management, data handling, policy planning.

Florence Depondt Website, outreach and similar support for product development.

Eseld Imms Geographic Information Systems (GIS) technical support.

Duncan MacRae Management success and management planning.

Merel Notten Film editing, filmmaking and musician.

Robert Jan van Oosten Creative design expert.

Valerie von Frank Communications consultant, writer and copy editor. 

Baud Schoenmaeckers Communication and journalism.

More information on each can be found on DCNA’s website:
www.dcnanature.org/about-dcna/our-people/
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Trust Fund Financial Report 2014

Investments held in diversified portfolios in the U.S.A. and Netherlands coupled with clear-
headed oversight by DCNA’s Trust Fund Committee proved their value in 2014 with the com-
bined endowment funds yielding a net return of 6.6% on investment. 

Trust Fund Management

The management of DCNA’s investment portfolios is supervised by a Trust Fund Committee, 
which provides coordination and leadership in all matters concerning the Fund’s portfolios. 
The Committee reports to the Board twice a year at Board meetings and brings recommenda-
tions to the Board, asked for or otherwise.

The Trust Fund Committee has established procedures and protocols for managing the funds 
in DCNA’s investment portfolios, has selected appropriate investment advisors and asset 
managers and monitors their progress on a monthly basis throughout the year. The Committee 
is responsible for taking strategic decisions regarding the fund allocation and providing invest-
ment and ethical guidelines to the asset managers as well as specifying the type and structure 
of the fund.
 
The Trust Fund Committee composition and membership in 2014:

Leendert van Driel Chair

Paul Stokkermans* Member 

Letitia Buth Member

Luis Santine Member

Norbert Chaclin Member

Ron Gomes Casseres Member

* Note: Paul Stokkermans is also the Treasurer as well as the Chair of the DCNA Finance Committee

The Committee conducted the majority of its business via monthly conference calls through-
out the year. It also held quarterly reviews with the portfolio managers and had one face-to-
face meeting with each of the two portfolio investment managers. The portfolio performance 
was reviewed against benchmarks, global markets and trends were reviewed and any neces-
sary adjustments made to the investments.

Assets

DCNA’s Trust Fund assets consist of investment portfolios managed by Arbor Group, in the 
U.S.A. and Schretlen & Co. (an investment arm of Rabobank) in the Netherlands, along with a 
seperate bank account held at the Rabobank in the Netherlands. 

The value of the Trust Fund’s investments as of 31st December 2014 was made up as follows:

Euro value (€) Dollar value (US$)

Trust Fund bank account (Rabobank NL) 766,777 932,002

Arbor Group USA portfolio 7,618,853 9,260,564

Schretlen & Co NV portfolio 4,240,273 5,153,967

Total value  € 12,625,903  $ 15,346,533
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The total value of the combined portfolios including funds held in cash on the Rabobank Trust 
Fund account at the end of 2013 was € 10,229,656.

During the year 2014 an additional € 950,000 was added to the Trust Fund portfolios and by 
the 31st December 2014 the total combined portfolio value had risen to € 12,625,903 giving a 
net cumulative result of 6.6% for the year.

Trust Fund Capital

The Trust Fund capital is made up of contributions made by the Dutch Ministry of the Interior 
(Min BZK), the Dutch Postcode Lottery as well as revenues generated by the fund itself. The 
following table gives an overview of the contribution to the Trust Fund capital:

Year Source Amount (€)

2006 Ministry of the Interior/ Dutch Postcode Lottery 1,900,208

2007 Ministry of the Interior 736,135

2008 Ministry of the Interior 734,261

2009 Ministry of the Interior/ Dutch Postcode Lottery  950,000

2010 Ministry of the Interior/ Dutch Postcode Lottery 950,000

2011 Ministry of the Interior/ Dutch Postcode Lottery 950,000

2012 Dutch Postcode Lottery * 200,000

2013 Ministry of the Interior 750,000

2013 Ministry of the Interior/ Dutch Postcode Lottery 950,000

2014 Ministry of the Interior/ Dutch Postcode Lottery 950,000

Total contributions € 9,070,604

* Note: Ministry of the Interior funding for the year 2013 was not received until January 2013 when it 
was credited directly onto DCNA’s Trust Fund account with Rabobank.

Income

The Dutch Ministry of the Interior continued to provide € 750,000 for investment in the Trust 
Fund via a ‘subsidieregeling’ with IUCN Nederland and this was augmented by € 200,000 from 
the non-earmarked funding which DCNA receives annually from the Dutch Postcode Lottery. 
All revenues generated by the fund in 2014 were reinvested in the portfolio.
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Investment Portfolios

The Arbor Group was selected as DCNA’s preferred U.S. based portfolio manager and a contract 
was signed with them in August 2009. The following table gives an overview of the amount of 
investments with The Arbor Group to date:

Date Amount (€)

December 2009 2,000,000

April 2010 700,000

July 2011 1,000,000

March 2012 555,000

April 2013 427,500

April 2014 690,000

TOTAL € 5,372,500

The current value of this portfolio as of 31st December 2014 stands at US$ 9,260,564
(the equivalent of € 7,618,853).

Based on the policy agreed upon by DCNA’s Board of working with two independent invest-
ment managers, one U.S. based and one based in Europe, an agreement was reached with 
Schretlen & Co and a contract signed with them in April 2011.

Date Amount (€)

July 2011 2,000,000

March 2012 555,000

April 2013 522,500

April 2014 460,000

TOTAL  € 3,537,500

The current value of this portfolio as of 31st December 2012 stands at € 4,240,273.

Performance

DCNA’s investment portfolio was set up in July 2007 and got off to an inauspicious start with 
the value of the portfolio having declined by € 118,600 by the end of that year due to the 
onset of the worldwide banking crisis.

In 2008, despite outperforming comparable benchmarks, investments suffered significantly 
from the global financial crisis ending the year with an overall loss of € 626,070. The portfolio 
recovered somewhat in 2009 and 2010 providing positive returns of € 409,000 and € 563,000 
respectively. However, in 2011 the portfolios dipped again and ended the year with a slight 
overall loss of € 100,778.

By contrast 2012 saw a solid performance by both investment portfolios, which ended the year 
with a healthy combined return of € 384.946 or the equivalent of 5.39%. 
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In 2014, world investment markets were highly volatile. With a combined 6.6% return, the 
result ended below the original target. 

The substantial drop in exchange rate between Euro and US Dollar has caused a major cur-
rency loss on our Euro portfolio since DCNA Financial Statement is produced in US Dollars.

Asset Allocation

The following table gives an impression of the asset allocation for each investment portfolio:

Asset allocation Arbor Group Schretlen

Stocks 35% 66%

Bonds 50% 30%

Alternate and cash 15% 4%

Challenges

Since its inception the Trust Fund Committee has been grappling with the reality that, in addition 
to the need to create a long-term stable funding future through the Trust Fund, the Windward Is-
lands’ parks in particular are suffering from an acute lack of funding for their operational purposes. 

The issue is complicated by the fact that the responsibility to provide funding and resources for 
conservation management in the Dutch Caribbean lies with the Island Governments of each 
respective island. The situation is not improved where the Caribbean Netherlands islands, which 
include two of the Windward Islands parks, have now begun receiving considerable funding for 
projects to support the historical deficit of investment in nature and environmental conservation. 

The Board first tried to support the most needy parks by providing “Essential Operational 
Support” in the form of open ended, interest free loans. However, this did not improve their 
financial situation, nor did it encourage their Island Governments to provide additional funding 
or resources to the parks. It did, however, create a potential risk to the future of DCNA. With this 
came the realisation that providing operational support was not the answer. 

In 2012 therefore, the Trust Fund Committee recommended to the Board that it should create 
an “Emergency Fund” to provide short term funding support in the form of loans to parks, which 
are in financial distress due to “exceptional circumstances” utilising surplus operational reserves. 

The Board approved a funding allocation of € 250,000 and this was was placed in a dedicated 
bank account with the Rabobank in April 2012. The Trust Fund Committee has been given 
oversight of the Emergency Fund and reviews applications for funding, providing the Board 
with recommendations including any terms and conditions for funding. Final decisions are 
made by the Board.

In 2012 one application for Emergency Funding was made by the Saba Conservation Founda-
tion for an amount of US$ 31,000 which would allow them terminate any future obligations 
towards the island’s hyperbaric chamber facility, which was formerly managed by the Foun-
dation. This was approved by the Board and was paid on receipt of signed documentation 
confirming the above.
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Two Emergency Funding requests were received from the park management bodies in 2013. 
Nature Foundation and STENAPA both requested $3,000 per month for a maximum of one year 
to cover operational deficits. Emergency Funds were paid out to both parks from the Emer-
gency Fund from April 2013 until March 2014. 

The following table gives an overview of interest free loans provided to parks either as “Essen-
tial Operational Support” and/or as “Emergency Funding”:

Organisation Request Amount

STENAPA Essential operational support $ 97,962

Nature Foundation Essential operational support  $ 28,066

Saba Conservation Foundation Hyperbaric chamber resolution $ 31,000

Nature Foundation Emergency Funding $ 36,096

STENAPA Emergency Funding $ 35,984

Total $229,108

The role of DCNA’s Trust Fund in light of the recent constitutional change will be addressed in 
the near future. In view of the greatly reduced returns on investments worldwide, it is no longer 
realistic to expect that the original targets for capitalising the fund will be met by 2017.

The Financial Sustainability of Nature Parks in the Dutch Caribbean

The Nature Policy Plan Caribbean Netherlands identifies the need to “Evaluate the financial 
instruments available for nature conservation in the Caribbean Netherlands and make recom-
mendations aimed at guaranteeing a sustainable financial future” as one of its strategic actions. 

For the Caribbean Netherlands the change in status within the Kingdom has also resulted in 
a change in funding streams and mechanisms, with more funds coming in from the Neth-
erlands. With nature conservation on the islands mandated by law to the islands, the basic 
responsibility for nature conservation and the discretion on how to use any available funds for 
nature lies with the islands themselves.  

Wereld Natuur Fonds together with DCNA and the Ministry of Economic Affairs are jointly 
working on a study which aim is to provide a financial road map for the protected area man-
agement organisations and concrete recommendations for the Dutch Ministry, the local island 
governments and park management organisations to ensure a sustainable financial future for 
the nature parks in the Dutch Caribbean. 

The 2005 “Sustainable Funding for the Nature Parks of the Netherlands Antilles” formed the 
starting point for this work as well as the “Begroting en financieringsplan voor de beheerskos-
ten van belangrijke natuurgebieden van de Nederlandse Antillen”. 

The study will not only focus on the Trust Fund, but on an optimal financial situation for the 
park management organisations in general. 
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To implement this study WWF-NL, in collaboration with the Ministry Economic Affairs and 
commissioned a consultant; Dr. Barry Spergel, Evironmental Financing consultant and Lawyer, 
to provide:

According to the terms of reference the output of the study would include:

A clear overview of the current financial situation of the park management organizations 
on the six island
Assessment of potential alternate or “new” sources of income for protected area manage-
ment organizations including:
Provide advice regarding the Trust Fund
Develop a Financial strategy for the park management organisations

The draft report was issued in July 2014 and will be finalized on completion of a study by  
IMARES “Structure and Financing of Nature Management Costs In Caribbean Netherlands”. 

The finalized report is expected to be completed by July 2015.
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Strategic Funding Partners

The outstanding conservation work, capacity building, networking and representation we 
were able to do in 2014 would simply not have been possible without the financial support 
of DCNA’s strategic funding partners who not only provide € 950,000 annually towards the 
capitalisation of the Trust Fund but who also fund the Secretariat and all of our activities 
throughout the region.

Dutch Ministry of the Interior

As part of a ten year subsidy agreement (‘tijdelijke subsidieregeling IUCN NL ten behoeve van 
DCNA’) published in the ‘Staatscourant’ 17th November 2006, Nr. 225 page 9, the Dutch Ministry 
of the Interior (BZK) provides funding to support nature conservation and the establishment of 
a conservation Trust Fund with an annual contribution of € 750,000 towards the capitalisation 
of DCNA’s endowment Trust Fund.  The grant agreement was modified on 26th June 2013 
to bring it in line with all other Ministry subsidies. The most significant changes were the 
reporting deadlines. 

In 2014 the Secretariat received an additional € 204,000, which was used towards the costs 
of the Board and Secretariat as well as funding part of our regional conservation work. These 
funds come to DCNA through IUCN NL. 

Annual reporting in the form of technical and financial reports, financial statements and audit 
letters were submitted to IUCN NL for the Ministry at the beginning of July 2014 and action 
plans and budgets for the year ahead completed the reporting requirements and were sent to 
IUCN NL at the beginning of September 2014. 

Dutch Postcode Lottery

At their annual Goed Geld Gala in February 2014 the Dutch Postcode Lottery reconfirmed their 
commitment to support DCNA with annual amount of € 500,000. Of these funds € 200,000 are 
put towards the capitalisation of the endowment Trust Fund and the remaining funds are used 
to support the work of the organization.

The Dutch Postcode Lottery’s mission is to create a fairer, greener world by raising funds and 
increasing public awareness through a lottery. The Dutch Postcode Lottery is the Netherland’s 
largest and most popular charitable lottery. It supports 92 charitable organisations, including 
UNICEF, Greenpeace, WWF, IUCN and the Clinton Foundation. Since its launch in 1989, the 
lottery has allocated over € 3.8 billion to its beneficiaries. It also organises events aimed 
at moving the world toward a better future, such as Blair on Climate Solutions. Its holding 
company, Dutch Novamedia/ Postcode Lotteries, is the third-largest private charity donor in 
the world.

In 2005 the Dutch Postcode Lottery provided start up funding to DCNA as part of a project 
proposal submitted to them by IUCN NL. These funds were reallocated to the Trust Fund in 
December 2006. In 2008 the Dutch Postcode Lottery first accepted DCNA as a beneficiary. 
DCNA reports to the Lottery on an ongoing basis through updates as well as annually via our 
Annual Report, Financial Statement and audit letter, which are delivered at the beginning of 
July. Without their staunch support DCNA would not be where it is today!
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National Committee of the International Union for the 
Conservation of Nature in the Netherlands (IUCN NL)

IUCN NL facilitates the pass through of funding from the Dutch Ministry of the Interior’s annual 
subsidy to DCNA. In 2009 the Ministry agreed that € 750,000 should be deposited directly 
into DCNA Trust Fund account with the remaining non-earmarked funds deposited to DCNA’s 
current account. 

DCNA provides annual reporting in the form of technical and financial reports, financial 
statements and audit letters for the Ministry at the beginning of July and action plans and 
budgets for the year ahead completed the reporting requirements at the beginning of 
September 2014. 

In 2014 changes were made to the reporting deadlines for the subsidy, by the Ministry of the 
Interior. For this reason IUCN NL was forced to ask for an extension on the reporting deadline 
for the technical and financial reports, financial statements and audit letters. 

Additionally DCNA was unable to submit audited financial statements to IUCN NL for Saba 
Conservation Foundation, STENAPA and the Nature Foundation on St. Maarten. On site audits 
were conducted by Ernst and Young but the Financial Statements could not be finalized before 
the end of the year due to a variety of inefficiencies. This highlights the difficulty or applying 
Dutch accounting standards to small non-profit organisations such as these where capacity is 
a chronic constraint. 

Whilst audited financial statements are not required by the Ministry, they are considered highly 
desirable and an opportunity for the parks to improve their financial and governance capacity. 
They will be completed and submitted to the Ministry as soon as possible in 2015. 

IUCN NL is a founding member of DCNA’s Partner Group in the Netherlands and is currently 
focusing on providing more support to its membership and welcomes DCNA’s input and will 
continue to invite DCNA to attend member meetings, which are always held in the Netherlands.

Vogelbescherming Nederland (VBN)

In 2008 Vogelbescherming Nederland (VBN) first ran a campaign amongst its membership 
to raise funds for bird conservation in the Dutch Caribbean. They have been providing 
essential financial support to the region ever since. This has allowed the development and 
implementation of a comprehensive bird conservation programme for the Dutch Caribbean 
and to build much needed capacity for bird conservation. 

Unfortunately, due to austerity measures, Vogelbescherming NL were unable to provide 
funding support to DCNA for the year 2013-2014. Their funding allocated for 2012 was 
earmarked to support tropicbird monitoring and tern monitoring as well as providing parks 
with bird identification cards, field guides and other materials. 

As well as a funder, VBN is a leading member of the DCNA Partner Group in the Netherlands. 
Their support goes far beyond a traditional funder – recipient relationship and has evolved into 
a strategic partnership where VBN has taken a strong lead in ensuring that DCNA’s interests are 
well represented, for example in the Dutch Parliament. They have done this through lobbying 
and identifying opportunities to bring in parliamentary motions aimed at focusing attention 
on nature conservation and funding for nature conservation in the Dutch Caribbean. They 
provide a link to the Dutch conservation organisations’ lobbyist in Den Haag and also made 
numerous personal introductions to key members of parliament. 
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Vogelbescherming believes that partnerships are essential to conservation success and will 
continue to work with DCNA on:

Sustainable financing
Raising support in the Netherlands
Bringing DCNA into the BirdLife partnership
Promoting DCNA as a premier example of a functioning regional network

Vogelbescherming is strenuously supporting DCNA’s efforts to become a BirdLife International 
affiliate and have ensured that the Dutch Caribbean is included in the BirdLife Network 
Development programme from 2014 onwards. This application has been delayed due to 
internal governance issues, but being actively pursued on DCNA’s behalf by the Director of 
Vogelbescherming, Fred Wouters and others. 

NetBiome

In 2012 DCNA received an amount of approximately US$ 127,000. These were funds, which 
remained from the NetBiome initiative in which the Central Government of the Netherlands 
Antilles KNAP Fund had participated before the constitutional change took effect. DCNA 
agreed to accept this money as earmarked funding of which US$ 50,000 is to be reinvested 
in NetBiome II and the remainder is to be used for the implementation of the biodiversity 
monitoring strategy for the Dutch Caribbean.

Ministry of Economic Affairs 

DCNA has worked closely with the Ministry of Economic Affairs since the establishment of the 
Rijksdienst Caribisch Nederland (RCN). Unfortunately at the start of 2014, the point contact 
within the Ministry for Caribbean Netherlands affairs, Mr. Hayo Hanstraa was reassigned 
within the Ministry and his position was not filled whilst his workload has been taken over by 
colleagues. 

This has seriously reduced the support for nature conservation within the Ministry of Economic 
Affairs. Hayo Haanstra held a pivotal position within the Ministry where he co-ordinated efforts 
between Den Haag and the islands aimed providing support for matters concerning Exclusive 
Economic Zone, particularly the Saba Bank, stimulating research and monitoring on the islands, 
overseeing the Nature Funds, developing an on line information resource and much more.

Without this active support and leadership from within Den Haag, conservation management 
on the islands has suffered. 

Most recently the Ministry of Economics provided funding support for the hire of a Research 
Liaison. The Research Liaison was employed in November 2012 to improve communication 
between all parties involved in research and monitoring in the Dutch Caribbean and to close 
the information loop by ensuring that the results of monitoring and research findings are fed 
back to conservation practitioners.  Unfortunately funding for this position ran on out at the 
end of May 2014 and the work had to be discontinued. 
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Fundraising

DCNA’s primary goal is to support and assist the efforts of conservation organisations to secure 
sustainable sources of funding for nature conservation.  

This includes assisting park management organisations to find ways to cover their basic 
operational costs, capitalising a conservation Trust Fund as well as a new directive formulated 
in 2013 to build fundraising capacity amongst conservation practitioners. 

In these tasks, DCNA faces significant challenges. As part of the Kingdom of the Netherlands, 
the Dutch Caribbean is ineligible for many of the funding sources open to our Caribbean 
neighbours such as the World Bank GEF fund or US AID. Accessing funding in the Netherlands 
is also difficult despite the fact that Bonaire, St. Eustatius and Saba are now legal entities in the 
Netherlands. Funding from the European Union is also essentially unavailable to the overseas 
territories at this time, other than through specially allocated funds such as the BEST initiative. 

Funding support 

Dutch Ministry of the Interior
The main source of income for DCNA over the past ten years has been through a ten year 
subsidy from the Dutch Ministry of the Interior, which is due to expire in 2016. That subsidy 
comes to DCNA via IUCN Nederland and in 2014 amounted to Euro 954,000 of which Euro 
750,000 was placed directly into the Trust Fund and fed into DCNA’s investment portfolios. 
The remaining funds were used to pay for the running costs of the Secretariat (maximum Euro 
150,000) and cover part of the cost of the annual audits conducted by Ernst and Young for 
DCNA and the park management organisations. 

Dutch Postcode Lottery
By virtue of having been accepted as a beneficiary of the Dutch Postcode Lottery, DCNA 
receives an annual contribution of Euro 500,000 of which Euro 200,000 is also placed directly 
into the Trust Fund. The remaining funds contribute towards the cost of annual audits and 
provide much needed non earmarked money to support DCNA’s fundraising, communication 
and representation activities as well as contributing significantly towards the cost of building 
capacity for nature conservation in the region including running projects, providing trainings 
and workshops and staff exchanges. 

Vogelbescherming Nederland
Additionally for over 6 years Vogelbescherming Nederland has generously supported DCNA’s 
regional bird conservation initiatives. A five year review produced in 2014 painted a clear 
picture of how essential this funding support has been to the region and how committed 
the islands have become to make bird conservation a central part of the their thinking. Their 
commitment to DCNA, far exceeds their generous funding support and Vogelbescherming 
Nederland has become a key partner for DCNA in the Netherlands where they provide 
lobbying support, are instrumental in stimulating support by Partners and in 2014 they took 
the lead in connecting DCNA to Dutch citizen science organisations which may be able to 
provide support for biodiversity monitoring in the region. 

Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs
The Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs has also provided funding support for DCNA to work 
with Alterra on their Dutch Caribbean Biodiversity Database and to employ a Research Liaison 
to improve the implementation and information on biodiversity monitoring and research in 
the region, which also resulted in the production of the popular monthly BioNews newsletters. 
Due to a staffing change within the Dutch Ministry in Den Haag, funding support for the 
Research Liaison ran out mid-year in 2014 and the next funding support was not received until 
late in December 2014 allowing this important work to continue in 2015. Throughout the year 
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DCNA continued to support many Ministry activities and to include Aruba,  Curaçao and St. 
Maarten, whenever possible, in Ministry initiatives for the Caribbean Netherlands (Bonaire, Saba 
and St. Eustatius). 

At the end of 2014 DCNA had the following unspent, ear-marked project funds remaining:

Funder Amount Earmarked for

NetBiome US$ 136,769 Biodiversity monitoring

Ministry of Economic Affairs US$ 96,000 Research Communication Liaison

Vogelbescherming US$ 62,757 Bird Conservation

WNF Nederland US$ 47,333 Saba Conservation Foundation/Marine 
Conservation Project

Ministry of Economic Affairs US$ 27,902 Database/Citizen Science Application

Prince Bernhard Nature Fund US$ 12,291 Nature guides

Creating a sustainable funding future

What nature conservation on the islands needs most urgently is a sustainable source of 
funding annually sufficient to cover the basic operational costs of the parks. 

With this in mind in 2014 DCNA worked on two important initiatives:

Implementation of the Fundraising Strategy.
Providing support for Sustainable Funding study by Dr. Barry Spergel.

Fundraising Strategy

The approval of the Fundraising Strategy (2013-001) allowed the Fundraising Committee and 
Secretariat to move forward on a number of items intended to strengthen fundraising capacity 
in the region. 

At the Board meeting in March 2014 on St. Eustatius, the Fundraising Committee presented 
detailed strategies to the Board focusing on:

1. Enhancing decision makers understanding of the need to conserve nature

Opportunities for dialogue include:
Development of management contracts and/or service level agreements between parks 
and island governments
Development of platform for dialogue 
TEEB studies (lead by Dr Pieter van Beukering)
Sustainable finance study (conducted by Dr Barry Spergel)
Development of Biodiversity Strategy 

2. Assisting conservation organisations through trainings / workshops
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3. Exploring on line fundraising opportunities

Crowd source funding opportunities
Adoption programmes
Donate now!

4. Developing major donor programme

Options include:
Low touch: donate now ! with largely automated responses to donations
High touch: more personalized, frequent and detailed reaction to donations

Fundraising tools

An overview of the tools needed for successful fundraising:
Database (Constituent Relationship Management)
Payment facility such as PayPal 
Design look  
Promotional materials 
Tax deductible status in the USA such as:
Setting up charitable (“Friends of”) non profit organisation in the USA and then applying 
for tax deductible (501c3) status with the Internal Revenue Service

Sustainable Funding Study

In December 2013 the Ministry of Economics and Wereld Natuur Fonds (WNF) teamed up to 
develop the terms of reference for a Sustainable Funding study (“The Financial Sustainability 
of Nature Parks in the Dutch Caribbean”) which was executed in 2014 by conservation finance 
expert, Dr. Barry Spergel. 

This initiative came as a direct result of actions identified in Nature Policy Plan for the Caribbean 
Netherlands and was led by Wereld Natuur Fonds with DCNA is a partner in this project.

The project aims to develop a roadmap for the sustainable financing of terrestrial and marine 
protected areas in the Dutch Caribbean and recommendations for decision makers and others. 

Objectives of the project were to:
Reassess the financial requirements for park day to day management.
Provide a gap analysis of financial requirements vs actual income.
Assess existing and potential new sources of funding.
Include an update on the status of the Trust Fund.

DCNA and the park management organisations on each island assisted Dr. Spergel in his 
fieldwork throughout the Caribbean and in the Netherlands and the first draft of his report was 
released in July 2014. It was agreed that while the report does not contain anything new and 
there is no “magic bullet” to provide long term sustainable funding for conservation organisations 
in the region, it does give a good overview of existing and potential funding sources. 
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The report was not finalized as it was not possible for Dr. Spergel to determine what the 
running costs of the terrestrial and marine protected areas in the Dutch Caribbean should be 
under optimal funding conditions and he was therefore unable to provide a gap analysis of 
financial requirements vs the actual park income.

Online Fundraising

Options were explored which would allow DCNA to accept online donations via PayPal, either 
in the USA or in the Netherlands and advice was sought from a law firm in the USA to find out 
what it will take to acquire US tax exempt status (IRS 501c3). Most existing third party options 
for online fundraising require either the US Internal Revenue Service tax exempt status or fiscal 
sponsorship by an organisation which has this tax exempt status. 

DCNA’s charitable status in the Netherlands (ANBI status) was thoroughly reviewed at the 
beginning of 2014 in light of the new Dutch tax regulations and requirements for transparency. 

Promo Videos

A series of short promotional videos (Public Service Announcements - PSAs) were developed 
in 2014 profiling nature and conservation on the islands. They are of standard length and style 
but tailored to each individual islands. STINAPA Bonaire offered to take the lead and all PSA 
were completed in 2014. They will be used to promote online giving.    

Grant Table Online

An online repository of information on grant funding opportunities was set up. All details 
including any restriction and whom to contact are provided at:
www.dcnanature.org/members/potential-funding-sources/. This information has been 
updated on a regular basis. 

DCNA assisted park organisations with a number of funding applications including Saba 
Conservation Foundation’s funding application to Wereld Natuur Fonds (WNF) for funds to 
support the development of a short documentary “Sharks Demystified” and took over as project 
executive their funding from Wereld Natuur Fonds to employ an additional Marine Park ranger. 
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Representation
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Representation - Communication

DCNA strives to build awareness about the wealth of biodiversity and the urgent need to 
support nature conservation in the Dutch Caribbean as well as representation, this includes 
enhancing internal information exchange and a shared internal vision, branding and creating a 
unified voice for nature conservation.  

Goed Geld Gala

DCNA’s Chairperson, Leendert van Driel attended the Lottery’s annual Goed Geld Gala in 
February 2014 and collected our cheque for € 500,000. 

Our grateful thanks to the Postcode Lottery for continuing to believe in us and to provide 
essential funding support for nature conservation in the Dutch Caribbean!

The Pew Trust

Members of the Pew Trust’s Shark team visited Bonaire in 2014 to discuss DCNA’s new regional 
initiative to protect sharks through the creation of shark sanctuaries. Pew Trust members 
expressed a strong interest in providing support. 

The Nature Conservancy

A meeting was held with the Caribbean Regional Director of the Nature Conservancy, Dr Phil 
Kramer, early in 2014 to discuss opportunities for DCNA to become involved in the Nature 
Conservancy’s Caribbean Challenge. Unfortunately this still seems unlikely as the basis for this 
initiative hinges on islands making new commitments to conserve marine areas under their 
jurisdiction and with the exception of Aruba and potentially St. Maarten this is not possible 
since the Dutch Caribbean islands are already protecting 100% of their near shore waters. TNC’s 
Regional Director is also moving on. 

EU BEST Initiative

Caribbean representatives of the BEST III initiative, Romain Renoux and Amandine Vaslet, 
attended both of DCNA’s Board meetings in 2014 and have been liaising on an ongoing basis 
with the Secretariat throughout the year. 

The BEST initiative evolved out of the Reunion Conference in 2008. The new BEST III initiative 
is coordinated by a consortium of 10 international partners lead by IUCN, with the goal of 
creating a sustainable funding mechanisms that will benefit conservation initiatives in the 
European Overseas Regions, Countries and Territories. The Caribbean component of BEST 
III is being lead by Anne Fontaine (SPAW-RAC director), Romain Renoux (Head of Regional 
Cooperation, Réserve Naturelle St. Martin) and Amandine Vaslet (Project assistant, SPAW-RAC/
Réserve Naturelle St. Martin).

Through a consultative process ecosystem profiles are being developed in order to identify 
key biodiversity areas in the Dutch Caribbean, give an overview of the socio economic context, 
identify threats affecting biodiversity, assess current funding mechanisms available for nature 
conservation in the Caribbean as well as funding gaps. This information will then be used to 
develop a BEST strategy for future investment in biodiversity conservation in the region.
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Netherlands

Meetings held in the Netherlands in May 2014 and October 2014 included face-to-face time 
with DCNA’s point contacts within the Dutch Ministries of the Interior and Economic Affairs as 
well as the Dutch Postcode Lottery, DCNA’s Dutch partners and more:

Jan Bandsma Ministry of the Interior

Hayo Haanstra Ministry of Economics

Guus Schutjes Ministry of Economics

Astrid Hilgers Ministry of Economics

David van der Leij Dutch Postcode Lottery

Judith Lingeman Dutch Postcode Lottery

Esther Gilah Schneider Dutch Postcode Lottery

Henri Roggeri IUCN NL

Henkjan Kievit Natuurmonumenten

Baud Schoenmaeckers Synergos

Mariska Bottema WNF

Martin de Graaf IMARES

Dolfi Debrot IMARES

Ingrid van Beek IMARES

Bert Denneman Vogelbescherming

Bart Kluskens Naturalis

Berry van der Hoorn Naturalis

Bert Lever Naturalis

Letitia Buth Trust Fund Committee

Merel Notten Film maker

Robert Jan van Oosten Graphic designer

 

Internal Communication

Throughout 2014 the focus was on improving internal communication within the network. 
The intention was to significantly increase the amount of information available to Park Board 
members, managers and staff to prevent a disconnect between the work that the Secretariat is 
directed to do and work being conducted by conservation staff on the ground. 

eConnect 
In response DCNA launched “eConnect” an internal electronic communication tool, which can 
be used to send out bite size information snippets to members of the network. 

Most mailings are opened by over half of the recipients and the most popular news items 
(measured by interaction score) appeared to be about fundraising opportunities and 
governance, including the highest scorers which were the review of DCNA’s Articles of 
Incorporation and DCNA’s strategic planning.

BioNews 
Envisaged initially as a way of reporting to the Dutch Ministry of Economics on the research 
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work they were funding, another attempt at improving communication was BioNews – 
monthly updates on the research and monitoring work going on in the region which were 
produced throughout the year. These were distributed primarily to Ministry staff in the 
Netherlands and researchers but they gradually proved popular with a wider audience abroad. 

BioNews included substantive articles on the following topics:

BioNews was stopped in June 2014 when funding for the Research Liaison position ran out. 
The final edition was produced in September 2014. 

Website
DCNA’s website (www.dcnanature.org) has grown into a valuable online source of information 
on nature and conservation in the region. The knowledge gained during this pilot project will 
allow Secretariat staff to provide help and advice to the region about their website needs. 

Facebook
Regular Facebook posts were made throughout 2014, most of which were re-postings of 
news items by parks and conservation organisations. The most popular by far were those, 
which included video clips, photos or questions. “Species in the Spotlight” highlighting various 
special or keystone species on our islands also proved to be universally popular as well as more 
inspirational posts.

Blog
DCNA’s website contains a news blog of relevant nature and conservation news in the Dutch 
Caribbean.

SmugMug
The photo resources provided by SHAPE photographers and many others, which are stored 
online with SmugMug are becoming increasingly popular. In addition to regular requests for 
use of the images in printed format, visitation of the photos on line is increasing slowly, but 
steadily over time. 

Thanks once again to Henkjan Kievit and his intrepid photographer friends for these stunning 
images of nature on our islands!

Media
Filmaker Merel Notten was hard at work throughout 2014 producing a series of short 
promotional videos (PSAs) profiling nature and conservation on the islands which will be used 
to promote and stimulate online giving. 
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Nature Guides

The next two in a series of nature guides to the Dutch Caribbean were completed and handed 
over respectively to STINAPA Bonaire and to the Saba Conservation Foundation at the end of 
2014. These were:

Bird Guide to the Washington Slagbaai National Park
With this excellent resource, birding on Bonaire just got easier. This first-ever bird guide for the island 
is useful for all of Bonaire, not just the Washington Slagbaai National Park. 

Pocket Guidebook to the Birds of Saba
The perfect pocket-sized reference to all bird life on the beautiful island of Saba is handy for aspiring 
naturalists and experienced birders alike. 

The third in this series of Nature Guide produced some years ago:

Guide to the Statia National Marine Park 
This guidebook includes all you would need to know about the Park, including its history, its layout, 
the rules and regulations and detailed descriptions of all the dive sites… a good tool for anyone 
wanting to explore the St. Eustatius National Marine Park in a safe and enjoyable manner.

These books are enormously popular and proceeds from sales supports the conservation 
efforts of the parks.  

DCNA’s next publications will be a reptile and amphibian guide to the Windward islands and a 
law book for Bonaire. These should be ready for distribution in the first half of 2015. 
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Conferences and workshops

DCNA was represented at the following international conferences and events:
Marine Mammal meeting Puerto Rico
VOFF meeting (facilitated by Vogelbescherming Nederland)
Hack a thon workshop, Wageningen
ICRI Environmental Economics workshop, Bonaire
IUCN Conference on Biodiversity and Climate Changes, Guadeloupe
IUCN NL members meeting, Amsterdam
European Elasmobranch Association conference, Leeuwarden
World Parks Congress, Sydney, Australia
SPAW meeting, Cartagena, Colombia

Marine Mammal meeting, Puerto Rico

On 23-24 April 2014, UNEP-CEP organised a regional meeting on the spatial management 
of marine mammals. This meeting was a direct follow-up to the “Inter-regional Workshop on 
Broad-Scale Marine Spatial Planning and Trans-boundary Marine Mammal Management”, held 
in Panama City, Panama, on 21 – 24 May 2012.

The meeting in San Juan was attended by three representatives for the Dutch Caribbean, i.e. 
Jimmy van Rijn (Saba Conservation Foundation), Tadzio Bervoets (St. Maarten Nature Foundation) 
and Dolfi Debrot (Wageningen IMARES). The meeting was organised by the Regional Activity 
Center for Specially Protected Areas and Wildlife (SPAW-RAC), part of UNEP-CEP, Guadeloupe. 

ICRI Enviromental Economics workshop

This workshop, “The Implementation and Effective Communication of Ecosystem Services 
Valuation Studies in the Caribbean”, held on Bonaire in September 2014, was developed with 
economics expert, Nicolas Pascal, the president of the ICRI ad hoc Committee on Economic 
Valuations for Coral Reef Ecosystems and Esther Wolfs, Director of Wolfs Company. The 
workshop was designed to help participants understand how and when to use Ecosystem 
Service Valuations (ESV). To this end, participants were asked to provide one or several policy 
questions that were addressed by ESV in their countries.

Attendees from the Dutch Caribbean included:
Anouschka van de Ven: STINAPA Bonaire
Clifford de Lannoy: CARMABI
Jessica Berkel: STENAPA
Kai Wulf: Saba Conservation Foundation
Tadzio Bervoets: St. Maarten Nature Foundation

International Conference on Biodiversity and Climate Change

The Guadeloupe 2014 Conference was a high level international meeting on biodiversity 
and climate change in the European Outermost Regions (ORs) and Overseas Countries and 
Territories (OCTs), and in the Small Island Developing States (SIDS).

The conference was a continuation of the July 2008 Reunion Island Conference. Its objectives 
were to assess the implementation of the Message from Reunion Island, six years after its 
adoption and define a new roadmap and shared action priorities for the 2015-2020 period.
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Dutch Caribbean attendees included:
Kai Wulf: Saba Conservation Foundation
Tadzio Bervoets: St. Maarten Nature Foundation
Jessica Berkel, STENAPA
Johan Stapel, CNSI
Carlyle Tearr, St. Eustatius Island Government

European Elasmobranch Association conference

The Dutch Elasmobranch Society hosted the 18th Annual Scientific Conference of the European 
Elasmobranch Association from 7th to 9th November at the Van Hall Larenstein University of 
Applied Sciences in Leeuwarden, The Netherlands.

The conference provided a platform for those involved in international science and policy and 
aims to help coordinate the information necessary for the development and implementation 
of management measures for rays and sharks in European waters. EEA 2014 will be of interest 
to all those who are involved in the study, management and conservation of chondrichthyans 
(sharks, skates, rays and chimaeras).

This meeting was of particular interest to DCNA because of the recently submitted project 
application to the Dutch Postcode Lottery for funding to implement a three year long shark 
conservation initiative in the Dutch Caribbean. It resulted in the conference providing the 
Dutch Caribbean with a resolution aimed to support the regions efforts to protect sharks. 

World Parks Congress

The IUCN World Parks Congress is a landmark global forum on protected areas. The Congress 
in Sydney shared knowledge and innovation, setting the agenda for protected areas 
conservation for the decade to come.
The theme for the conference was “Parks, people, planet: inspiring solutions”, with the goal of 
presenting, discussing and creating original approaches for conservation and development, to 
address the gap in the conservation and sustainable development agenda.

The Congress was attended by Kerenza Frans Rannou from STINAPA Bonaire who 
accompanied Jane-Goodall prize winning STINAPA Junior Ranger, Luigi Eybrecht. 
Luigi Eybrecht is one of the founding members of the Bonaire Junior Rangers. He helped 
develop the youth education program and continues to volunteer his free time and weekends 
as their Commander. Luigi is also now an official park employee of STINAPA Bonaire. 

Luigi Eybrecht was selected from amongst hundreds of applicants by world-renowned 
primatologist and anthropologist Dr. Jane Goodall as the winner of her inaugural Hope and 
Inspiration Ranger Award. 

Mr. Sean Willmore, President of the International Ranger Federation and Founder of the Thin 
Green Line invited Luigi to attend the World Parks Congress in Sydney Australia to receive 
his award in front of rangers from across the globe and more than 4,000 international 
conservation delegates.

“Willmore wrote in his award letter to Luigi that, “it was his determination, positive approach and 
energy that shone through. It was a very strong field, but in the end we saw that Luigi embodies 
everything this award stands for and as such we could not think of a more deserving winner.”
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STINAPA Bonaire’s youth education efforts started in 1994 with the launch of their successful 
“Tortuganan di Boneiru” snorkel club for local kids. From its humble beginnings this initiative had 
gone from strength to strength and thanks to the unrelenting efforts of individuals like STINAPA 
Bonaire’s Education Co-ordinator, Desiree Croes, Bonaire’s Junior Rangers are now a force to be 
recogned with and our strongest hope for conserving the islands’ natural wealth in the future. 

SPAW meeting

A series of meetings took place in Cartagena, Colombia from December 8th-13th 2014 under 
the Caribbean Environment Programme (CEP). During these meetings, which take place every 
two years, representatives of countries who have ratified the Cartagena Convention review the 
progress and achievements of the Convention and its Protocols.

The Cartagena Convention is a regional marine environment agreement signed in 1983 by 37 
states and territories for the protection and development of the marine environment in the Wider 
Caribbean. It includes three Protocols: the Oil Spill Protocol for cooperation in oil spills, the SPAW 
Protocol (Specially Protected Areas and Wildlife) for the protection of areas and species and the 
LBS Protocol (Land Based Sources of Marine Pollution) for tackling pollution from land.
 
Highlights from that meeting for the Dutch Caribbean included the announcement of three 
new protected areas being added to the SPAW list, namely:

Saba National Marine Park (Saba)
Man Of War Shoal Marine Park (St. Maarten)
St. Eustatius National Marine Park (St. Eustatius) 

With the Bonaire National Marine Park, Quill-Boven National Park on St. Eustatius and the Saba 
National Marine Park this bring the total to six Dutch Caribbean Parks which are now officially 
recognized as protected areas under the SPAW Protocol of particular importance to the Wider 
Caribbean Region.

Additionally ten species, six of which occur on our islands, have been added to SPAW’s Annex II 
(full protection) and Annex III (measures for sustainable use), granting them explicit protection.

Annex II (lists threatened or endangered animal species for which any form of destruction or 
disruption must be banned for their protection and recovery)

Staghorn coral  (Acropora cervicornis)
Elkhorn coral  (Acropora palmata)
Boulder star coral (Montastraea annularis)
Mountain star coral (Montastraea faveolata)

Annex III (lists animal and plant species for which special measures must be taken to ensure 
their protection and recovery whilst authorizing and regulating the use of these species)

Black-capped Petrel (Pterodroma hasitata)
Holywood Lignum-vitae (Guaiacum sanctum)

This was great news for conservation on our islands. The meeting was attended by Tadzio 
Bervoets, Manager of the Man Of War Shoal Marine Park on St. Maarten.
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Capacity Building

A critical component of DCNA’s work has to do with strengthening the capacity for 
conservation organisations in the Dutch Caribbean to protect nature through trainings, 
workshops, peer-to-peer exchanges, technical resource sharing and multi-island projects. 

Regional conservation themes and projects address common gaps and needs identified by 
conservation organisation staff. These include:

Additionally, DCNA supports park management organizations by assisting them with the 
development of management plans for their protected areas and through an annual initiative 
to capture management success. 

Park Support

Applying Dutch accounting standards to small non-profit organisations requires specific 
knowledge on how to make the necessary preparations for the annual audit. Despite the 
best efforts of park staff and support provided by Ernst and Young accountants for Saba 
Conservation Foundation and STENAPA, the 2013 Financial Statements and Audit Letters for 
the Saba Conservation Foundation, STENAPA and the St. Maarten Nature Foundation were not 
finalized by the end of the year 2014.  

Recognising that this is a serious issue, throughout 2014 the primary focus of DCNA’s capacity 
building efforts was on working with park Board members, managers and administrators to build 
capacity in order to effectively manage their administration and prepare for the annual audit.

This process was kick started at the end of 2013 with a staff exchange between Saba and 
Bonaire in October and was followed up with an audit workshop held on St. Maarten in 
December 2013. 

Secretariat staff provided ongoing support to the park administrators in the Windward Islands 
throughout 2014 supplemented by the following activities:

What Where Participants Aim

Fee registration
workshop St. Eustatius

STINAPA Bonaire
CARMABI
SCF
STENAPA
St. Maarten Nature Foundation

Improve the procedures for 
fee collection and registration

General 
accounting
workshop

St. Maarten
SCF
STENAPA
St. Maarten Nature Foundation

General accounting course 
including concepts, double 
entry, accounting cycle, 
reports and inventory

On site support,
September 2014

Saba, St. Eustatius,
St. Maarten

SCF
STENAPA
St. Maarten Nature Foundation

Accounting support

On site support,
December 2014 Saba SCF

Providing support to deliver 
on the outstanding list of 
audit documentation
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In total throughout the year the Secretariat was able to provide in excess of:

Templates were developed for quarterly reporting, detailed procedures for proper fee 
registration and the preparation for the annual audit were constructed with park administrators 
and the audit outstanding list for 2013 was addressed. 

Throughout the year the Secretariat worked with the Saba Conservation Foundation on the 
development of a series of new brochures and new signage. DCNA’s creative designer, Robert 
Jan van Oosten visited Saba early in the year to provide on site support for the development of 
these outreach materials

The Secretariat became the project executive for funding from Wereld Natuur Fonds who will 
provide money to cover the cost of a Marine Park ranger’s salary for three years. 

The Secretariat provided St. Maarten Nature Foundation and STENAPA park staff with uniforms 
(polo shirts).

Biodiversity Monitoring  and Geographic Information Systems (GIS)

In order for conservation management to be science driven, conservation organisations 
throughout the Dutch Caribbean need to have easy access to sound science, data and 
geospatial information which they can use to inform their decision making.

Over the past five years DCNA has made a concerted effort to collect all available scientific 
information on nature and conservation in the Dutch Caribbean as well as to take the available 
geographic information (baseline maps and overlays) to a whole new level of accuracy and 
accessibility. 

Funded by the Ministry of Economic Affairs, the launch of the Dutch Caribbean Biodiversity 
Database (www.dcbd.nl) in 2013 was a turning point in the delivery of point source access to 
high quality information, maps and data for conservation organisations throughout the region. 
This database serves as a long-term storage facility for biodiversity monitoring data, maps and 
information.

   
Citizen Science: lionfish application

New in 2014 was the expansion of a newly developed lionfish application which allows citizen 
scientists to record their lionfish sightings on line at www.lionfishcontrol.org . 

This web-based and mobile-device-friendly application was updated and expanded to include 
Aruba, Bonaire, Curaçao and St. Maarten. The pilot project on Bonaire gathered over 10,000 
records, which can be used to fine tune lionfish control efforts. 

Biodiversity Strategy

Monitoring biodiversity allows conservation managers to identify, manage and react to change 
and in this way to better protect our valuable natural resources. 

To support this work, DCNA has taken the lead in the development of a regional Biodiversity 
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Strategy, which includes a strategic biodiversity monitoring plan for the Dutch Caribbean. The 
strategy builds on monitoring already underway on the islands, while identifying protocols, 
priorities, gaps and funding opportunities. 

A meeting at the end of December 2013 set the path towards finalizing the Biodiversity 
Strategy with workshop attendees committing to review sections of the strategy. 
Unfortunately it was not possible to complete this review before the position of Research 
Liaison was lost due to lack of funding. It will now be completed in 2015. 

Sea Turtle Conservation

The Sea Turtle Conservation Bonaire’s excellent turtle conservation work has been extended 
to Curaçao. In February 2014 Curaçao moved one step closer towards protecting turtles 
around the island when the Secretary of the Inter-American Convention for the Protecton 
and Conservation of Sea Turtles together with the Director of Sea Turtle Conservation Bonaire, 
Mabel Nava, and representatives from Uniek Curaçao and CARMABI met with the Curaçao 
Ministry of Health, Environment and Nature. These discussions led to a collaborative agreement 
to monitor the beaches at Shete Boca throughout the turtle nesting season and to monitor the 
presence of turtles at Boca Ascension, an important foraging area. 

This information will not only be used to determine the status of turtle populations on 
Curaçao, it will also contribute to a regional dataset that monitors Caribbean sea turtle 
population trends.

Sea turtles are long-lived species that migrate great distances at different stages of their 
lives. These unique life history features necessitate international cooperation and long-term 
monitoring programmes. Thanks to a partnership with Sea Turtle Conservation Bonaire, our 
islands have well-developed capacity and cooperation to protect one our most charismatic 
and threatened species groups. 

Bird Conservation

With the assistance and funding support of Vogelbescherming Nederland, DCNA has been 
able to focus on building capacity for bird conservation throughout the region for nearly 
a decade. Birds are particularly important not only because many are highly migratory but 
also because the can serve as an overall indicator of ecosystem health and functionality and 
are often the first to suffer from habitat loss and fragmentation, pollution as well as invasive 
species. 

Bird monitoring programmes are underway on all of the Dutch Caribbean islands and birds 
have become a core component of DCNA’s outreach and education programmes.

Dr. Adrian del Nevo has worked with DCNA to run more than ten bird conservation workshops, 
he has led the development of regional bird monitoring protocols, produced monitoring 
manuals and assisted conservation staff on all six islands of the Dutch Caribbean to set up 
monitoring programmes and to monitoring issues for species of concern.

Throughout 2014 Dr. del Nevo assisted monitoring efforts focusing on Red Billed Tropic Bird 
populations on both St. Eustatius and Saba. 

In December 2014 innovative work funded by Vogelbescherming Nederland and lead by EPIC 
used RADAR, to monitor the status and distribution of Audubon’s Shearwaters (Wedrego) on 
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and around Saba. Biologists spent seven days in mid-December searching for and monitoring 
shearwaters. The Audubon’s Shearwater, also known locally as the Wedrego, is Saba’s national 
bird and it’s displayed prominently on the island’s crest. It is notoriously difficult to survey the 
Wedrego due to its secretive behavior and the steep and dangerous terrain it favours. This 
seabird spends much of its time out at sea, feeding out in the ocean during the day, and only 
returning at night to its breeding grounds on Saba and other islands, where it is believed to nest 
in underground burrows or similarly concealed locations. This work is part of a collaborative 
effort to learn more about the birds that make their home on and around our islands.

Wetland Education workshops, held in conjunction with Birds Caribbean were the biggest and 
best workshops yet with over 60 participants spanning the Dutch Caribbean. Workshops were 
run by Birds Caribbean Director, Lisa Sorenson.

Late in 2014 Vogelbescherming Nederland approved funding totalling Euro 47,000 to continue 
to support bird conservation and outreach work in the region. Amongst other things these 
funds will be used to develop birding trails and will focus on wetland and terrestrial bird 
monitoring and a data analysis workshop.

DCNA Bird Monitoring Workshops in the Dutch Caribbean:

Workshop/Training Year Location Participants

Introduction to Bird Monitoring 2008 St. Eustatius 7

Introduction to Bird Monitoring 2008 Aruba 8

Introduction to Bird Monitoring 2010 Curaçao 11

Advanced Terrestrial Bird 
Monitoring 2010 St. Eustatius 9

Terrestrial Bird Monitoring 2010 Aruba 5

Seabird Monitoring 2011 Saba 7

Tern Monitoring (Staff Exchange) 2011 Aruba 1

Tropicbird Monitoring 2012 Saba 3

Tropicbird Monitoring 2013 Saba and St. Eustatius 8

Wetland Education workshop 2014 Bonaire 60

Management Success and Planning

Management planning and evaluation are essential steps towards ensuring the proper 
management of protected areas. Management success reports are used as the basis for annual 
reporting to funders and provide a wealth of data about the status of parks and how they are 
being managed. 

In 2014 data was collected for the first time electronically via Survey Monkey and use as the 
basis for Park Technical Reports 2014.

No management plans were worked on in 2014, although Saba Conservation Foundation, 
Carmabi, STENAPA and St. Maarten Nature Foundation have all indicated the desire to update 
their existing and outdated  plans.
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2014 Trainings and Workshops

Wetland Education Workshop, Bonaire, May 2014

The Wetlands Education Workshop on May 5th – 9th featured a variety of hands-on activities, 
demonstrations, and wetland teaching and interpretation techniques based on “Wondrous 
West Indian Wetlands: Teachers’ Resource Book”.

The workshop is a component of the West Indian Whistling-Duck and Wetlands Conservation 
Project, a project of BirdsCaribbean (formerly SCSCB). Overseas facilitators Michele Kading 
(20 years experience as Head Interpreter, Oak Hammock Marsh Wetland Education Centre, 
Manitoba, Canada) and Dr. Lisa Sorenson (Conservation Ecologist, Boston University, WIWD and 
Wetlands Conservation Project Coordinator) led the activities.

The workshops aimed to develop professional education skills on wetlands and birds. Each 
participant received a complimentary copy of the book and other outreach materials (e.g. bird 
identification cards, posters, coloring books, etc.). The book contains activities and lessons for 
all ages (5-18).

The workshop was the result of a collaborative effort involving BirdsCaribbean, the Dutch 
Caribbean Nature Alliance and STINAPA Bonaire and was the biggest and best-attended 
workshop ever.

VOFF monitoring workshop. Netherlands, May 2014

DCNA’s premier partner in the Netherlands, Vogelbescherming Nederland kindly hosted and 
facilitated a meeting with representatives of the volunteer organisations in the Netherlands 
involved in monitoring biodiversity (VOFF). Attendees included:

Attendee Organisation

Bert Denneman Vogelbescherming NL

Robert Kwaak Vogelbescherming NL

Sander Turnhout VOFF

Niels Schrieken VOFF – BES / Anemoon

Berry Hoorn Naturalis

Ruud Foppen SOVON

Bart Kluskens RAVON

Albert Vliegenthard Vlinderstichting

Andre van Proosdij Wageningen University

The goal of the workshop was to gain a better understanding of the organisations involved in 
citizen science initiatives in the Netherlands and to explore ways to partner with conservation 
organizations in the Dutch Caribbean and build mutually beneficial relationships.
The meeting sought to ensure that projects include stakeholder involvement from project 
planning onwards, that projects that fit regional and local goals and that they include 
stakeholder sensitisation, capacity building on island, sharing of knowledge (e.g. public 
presentations), planning and budget for local support and data sharing agreements. 
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Conclusions of the meeting included:

citizen science data collecting, so cooperation could benefit all involved.

and their involvement is often indispensable for raising awareness and support.

unexploited audience.
-

ture cooperation through joined projects/efforts with a follow up meeting in October 2014. 

STENAPA – RAVON
One very tangible outcome of the meeting was the initiation of a productive partnership 
between STENAPA on St. Eustatius and RAVON to protect the Statia’s few remaining native 
iguana (Iguana delicatessima). Members of RAVON visited St. Eustatius to help finalize and 
implement a conservation plan of action aimed at restoring native populations by reducing 
mortality and creating safe breeding sites. A joint crowd source-funding project developed by 
RAVON raised an additional $ 3,000 for small scale iguana conservation projects. 

Vogelbescherming is keen to remain involved and to support future work with VOFF. A follow 
up meeting is planned. 

Financial sustainability workshops, Bonaire/St. Maarten

At the end of 2014 DCNA ran a series of workshops bringing park managers and staff together 
to discuss what we understand by “park management”, to define protected area operational 
management tasks for the Dutch Caribbean and to provide a first assessment of the actual 
management costs. 

Tasks were first catagorised:

Through a collaborative process detailed lists were then drawn up for all activities, including 
descriptions of each and an indication of whether they are a basic (required) management 
tasks or basic + (recommended) management tasks. 

Using the list of protected area operational management task, staffing levels were determined 
which would allow parks to fulfill their management tasks and finally generic salary scales were 
used to determine appropriate salary costs for the management of each protected area in the 
Dutch Caribbean.

This information was given to the Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs and IMARES, Ingrid van 
Beek, who used it as source material in their report due to be published early in 2015 “Structure 
and funding of nature management costs in the Caribbean Netherlands.”
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Staff exchanges

The following staff exchanges took place in 2014:

Billed Tropicbird monitoring programme.

exchange with colleagues at STINAPA Bonaire.

The most exciting exchange yet took place over Easter April 2014 when a group of 5 Junior 
Rangers from Bonaire, under the able leadership of STINAPA’s Education Co-ordinator, Desiree 
Croes, visited Saba for a week long exchange. The purpose of this trip was to exchange and 
share knowledge and expertise in the area of nature and also to create awareness and pride 
among the young people of Saba for their own natural environment. They were accompanied 
by filmmaker, Merel Notten, who produced a series of short documentary films of their trip, 
which can all be found on YouTube (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bUNXhtkhm0w)
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Financial Reporting
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Jan - Dec 14

REVENUES
Grants 827,034
Grant BZK For Operations 280,728
Grant BZK For Trust Fund 1,032,450
Net Gain On Financial Investments Held For Trading 40,028
Donations 7,500

TOTAL INCOME 2,187,740

EXPENSES
Governance Expenses 53,177
Personnel Expenses 117,794
Housing Expenses 27,758
Administrative And General Expenses 72,805
Professional Expenses 4,406
Office Equipment 1,979
Depreciation 14,997
Fundraising And Long-term Funding 57,164
Represetation And Communication 55,090
Capacity Building Expenses 153,339
Provide Central Repository 15,110
Other Park Support Expenses 157,753
Ministry EZ/RCN Support 35,067

TOTAL EXPENSE 766,439

Net Ordinary Income 1,421,301

Other Income/Expense
Other Financial Income

Interest Income 11,208
Gain On Foreign Currency Transactions -109,531

NET OTHER INCOME -98,323

NET RESULT 1,322,978

Financial Reporting
Profit and Loss
As of December 31st 2014
Currency is USD
Figures are based on the Financial Statement 2014
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Dec 31, 14
ASSETS

Tangible Fixed Assets

Furniture And Equipment 12,395

Total Tangible Fixed Assets 12,395

Financial Fixed Assets

Investments Held For Trading 15,346,533
Long-term Receivables 229,108

Total Financial Fixed Assets 15,575,641

Current Assets

Cash And Cash Equivalents 1,287,855
Receivabes 130,482

Total Current Assets 1,418,337

TOTAL ASSETS 17,006,373

EQUITY AND LIABILITY

Foundation's Equity

Capital 56
General Reserve 834,157
Trust Fund 14,437,365

Total Foundation's Equity 15,271,578

Current Liabilities

Deferred Income 383,052
Other Liabilities 1,351,743

Total Current Liabilities 1,734,795

TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES 17,006,373

Balance Sheet
As of December 31st 2014
Currency is USD
Financials are based on the Financial Statement 2014



Celebrating
ten years of working together

Since 2005 DCNA has been dedicated to supporting the parks and conservation organi-
sations throughout the Dutch Caribbean. We are creating a sustainable funding future for 
our parks,  building capacity regionally and promoting the sustainable use of nature on our 
islands. We achieve this together by sharing our expertise, resources and knowledge and by 
working with dedicated friends and partners around the world.

Dutch Caribbean Nature Alliance
Safeguarding nature in the Dutch Caribbean
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